Efficacy of peer support interventions for depression: a meta-analysis☆
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Abstract

Objective: To assess the efficacy of peer support for reducing symptoms of depression.

Methods: Medline, PsycINFO, CINAHL and CENTRAL databases were searched for clinical trials published as of April 2010 using Medical Subject Headings and free text terms related to depression and peer support. Two independent reviewers selected randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that compared a peer support intervention for depression to usual care or a psychotherapy control condition. Meta-analyses were conducted to generate pooled standardized mean differences (SMD) in the change in depressive symptoms between study conditions.

Results: Seven RCTs of peer support vs. usual care for depression involving 869 participants were identified. Peer support interventions were superior to usual care in reducing depressive symptoms, with a pooled SMD of −0.59 (95% CI, −0.98 to −0.21; \( P = .002 \)). Seven RCTs with 301 total participants compared peer support to group cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). There was no statistically significant difference between group CBT and peer interventions, with a pooled SMD of 0.10 (95% CI, −0.20 to 0.39, \( P = .53 \)).

Conclusion: Based on the available evidence, peer support interventions help reduce symptoms of depression. Additional studies are needed to determine effectiveness in primary care and other settings with limited mental health resources.

Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction

Major depressive disorder is a prevalent psychiatric illness associated with significant disability, mortality and economic burden [1–4]. Antidepressant medications are an effective treatment for major depressive disorder, but in a large multicenter effectiveness study, two-thirds of patients failed to achieve remission after one medication trial and one-third still experienced significant symptoms after four trials [5]. Among patients who achieve remission with antidepressants, more than half relapse within 1 year. These results suggest that additional services are needed to help patients cope with continued symptoms even while they receive current evidence-based treatments. While depression care management programs can improve outcomes [6], such programs are labor intensive, poorly reimbursed and are not widely disseminated.

Peer support services, which US government health commissions determine from expert opinion to be essential components of recovery-based mental health care [7,8], have many attractive features to recommend them as an adjunct to standard depression treatment. Peer support services bring together nonprofessionals with similar stressors or health problems for the purpose of mutual support or unidirectional support from an experienced peer to a novice peer. Peer support services can be delivered in groups or pairs, and in person, over the telephone, or through the internet. While cost and availability are significant barriers to the utilization of professional mental health services [9–11], peer support
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services that rely on voluntary efforts of nonprofessionals have the potential to be widely available at relatively low cost. Other access barriers, such as transportation and scheduling, may also be lower for peer support services, potentially extending the “reach” of these services into community settings [12]. Expanding peer support services for depression is likely to be acceptable based on the popularity of self-help groups for other mental health conditions and life stressors. A 1997 survey estimated 25 million Americans used some form of self-help group outside of the professional mental health community [13].

Several conceptual models exist to explain how peer support might benefit patients with depression [14–16]. Dennis described three overlapping mechanisms for possible salutary effects. According to her analysis, peer support interventions may decrease isolation (direct effect), reduce the impact of stressors (buffering effect), increase sharing of health and self-management information (direct effect), and provide positive role modeling (mediating effect) [15]. Yalom [16] describes peer support groups as having many similar features to group psychotherapy: altruism, cohesiveness, universality, imitative behavior, instillation of hope, and catharsis. Peer support programs may also empower patients to play a more active role in their own self-care [17].

Despite potential economic advantages and the multiple mechanisms through which peer support services could help patients with depression, such programs have been limited in their availability and integration with formal mental health treatment. The lack of integration has historical roots, as some community peer-run programs were formed as alternatives for patients dissatisfied with formal mental health treatment [18,19]. Beliefs about the efficacy of peer support may also play a role. One survey of psychiatrists found that only a third discussed self-help groups with their mood disorder patients, and beliefs about lack of effectiveness were strong predictors of not supporting self-help groups [20].

The current dearth of systematic evidence regarding the efficacy of peer support may contribute to underutilization of these potentially beneficial services. Prior reviews of peer support for mental health conditions have not focused on depression specifically, excluded interventions that had some level of professional involvement, or lacked a quantitative assessment of important outcomes such as depressive symptoms [18,21,22]. We therefore conducted a meta-analysis of published randomized trials to determine the evidence base for peer support services for depression. Specifically, we assessed whether peer support interventions result in greater reduction of depression symptoms compared to either usual care or psychotherapy.

2. Methods

2.1. Eligibility criteria

In order for studies to be included in the meta-analysis, they were required to fulfill the following criteria: (1) a randomized design where participants were assigned to either a peer support intervention for depression or a usual care or psychotherapy control condition; (2) the study participants had current symptoms of depression; (3) depression symptoms were measured before and after the intervention and at similar time points in the control condition.

Interventions were considered to be peer support for depression if they placed individuals with current depression in regular contact with at least one other person with either current or prior depression. Peer support groups could be professionally led; however, in order to distinguish these from group psychotherapy (i.e., cognitive behavioral therapy), group interventions needed to either be described as peer support (or mutual support or self-help) or to be organized so that participants determined the majority of the topics and content of discussion. Interventions were included regardless of their format (i.e., groups, pairs, telephone) and could be of any duration or frequency.

2.2. Literature search and study selection

Our literature search utilized queries to Medline, PsycINFO, CINAHL and Cochrane Collaboration’s register of controlled trials (CENTRAL) databases to identify articles published as of April 2010. Searches used the following Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) and free text terms: Depression, Depressive Disorder, Depressive Disorder (Major), Peer Group, Self-Help Groups, “depress*,” “support group*,” “mutual,” and “peer support.” Limits, when available, were applied to include only adult populations, any form of clinical trial, and peer-reviewed publications. We manually reviewed the reference lists of articles meeting inclusion criteria to identify additional relevant references.

Titles and abstracts were reviewed by two of the authors (PP and MV) to exclude irrelevant or clearly ineligible papers. Each reviewer then reviewed the full text of the remaining articles to make a final determination of eligibility. Discrepancies in the reviewers’ selection of eligible articles were resolved in a consensus discussion.

2.3. Data extraction and analysis

We reviewed each eligible study using a data extraction form to obtain the following: inclusion criteria (e.g., the method used to classify participants as depressed), number and demographic characteristics of participants, depression outcome measure(s), pre- and postintervention or control condition scores on depression measures, and key aspects of study design such as intervention format, length and frequency. These items were chosen to determine study eligibility, to extract the outcome data necessary for meta-analyses, to identify study population characteristics and to identify potential sources of heterogeneity. The extraction tool was developed, pilot tested, and refined by one author (PP) and reviewed by a second author (MV).

We assessed the risk of bias for individual studies (i.e., study quality) at the study level using similar criteria to the
Jadad scale [23]. Specifically, each study was assessed for the presence and quality of randomization, blinding of raters, and adequate accounting and percentage of participant dropouts. These items were used to report overall quality of the included studies and as potential sources of heterogeneity.

The pre-to-post differences in mean values on depression measures were calculated for each arm of the trials, as were the standard deviations and number of subjects. Standardized mean differences (mean/S.D.) between arms were calculated as the primary estimates of effect. Analyses were conducted separately for (a) studies that compared peer support to usual care and (b) studies that compared peer support to cognitive behavioral therapy. One study, Bright et al. [24], included four study arms using a 2×2 design to evaluate peer support and cognitive behavioral therapy on one dimension and professional group leaders vs. paraprofessional group leaders on another dimension. For purposes of the meta-analysis, this was considered as two separate trials since each arm contained different subjects for each comparison.

A DerSimonian–Laird random effects model was utilized to pool the standardized mean differences and calculate 95% confidence intervals [25]. Heterogeneity was evaluated using Cochran’s Q test of heterogeneity and I², which measures the proportion of inconsistency among studies that cannot be explained by chance. Between-study variance (τ²) was also calculated. Alpha was set at 0.05, 2-tailed. Stratified analyses were conducted by gender and by the type of measure used to evaluate depression.

An influence analysis was conducted; this reflects the results when individual studies are omitted one at a time. We also conducted an analysis that included all subjects who were randomized to their assignment groups but later dropped out. We assumed baseline measures remained constant for patients who dropped out, a conservative approach that assumed no effect of the treatment for all subjects who did not complete the study.

To assess the possibility of publication bias, contour-enhanced funnels plots were generated [26]. The Begg and Mazumdar adjusted rank correlation test and the Egger regression asymmetry test for publication bias were also used [27,28].

3. Results

3.1. Literature search and study selection

The computerized database search resulted in 602 unique abstracts to be manually reviewed. After reviewing the abstracts and full text of likely eligible studies, 10 studies were determined to meet the criteria for inclusion in the review (Fig. 1) [24,29–37]. Seven studies compared a peer support intervention to usual care, seven compared peer support to psychotherapy and four studies contained both comparison conditions. In each case, the psychotherapy condition was group cognitive behavioral therapy. Summary characteristics of the eligible studies are provided in Table 1.

There were several notable studies excluded from the analyses. Two randomized controlled trials were excluded because peer interventions were studied only as add-ons to depression care management, an effective intervention that is not part of usual care in most settings [38,39]. Attempts to isolate the effects of peer support by comparing the combined interventions to depression care management alone would not have been consistent with our other comparisons of peer support to a usual care or to a psychotherapy control condition. If additional studies of the “add on” effect of peer support combined with depression care management become available, these studies may be important to include in separate future meta-analyses. Three randomized trials were excluded because the active comparison conditions were novel interventions (e.g., walking group, infant massage group) that as a consequence could not be pooled with either usual care or psychotherapy [40–42]. Finally, two studies of peer support for depression in postpartum women were excluded because results for the pre and post depression measures were not provided and one was not a randomized trial [30,43].

3.2. Measures used to evaluate depression

All studies included self-reported measures of depression. Six studies used the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI), two studies used the Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression scale, one study used the Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale and one study used the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale. Two studies assessed depression with the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD) in addition to the BDI. When studies included both BDI and HSRD measures, we used the BDI results for our main meta-analyses but performed sensitivity analyses using the HRSD results, finding no differences in the reported conclusions.
Table 1

Characteristics of randomized trials of peer support interventions for depression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>% Female</th>
<th>Mean age</th>
<th>Primary study inclusion criteria</th>
<th>Depression outcome measure</th>
<th>Peer support intervention</th>
<th>Control condition(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ayen et al., 2004</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>46–56</td>
<td>BDI &gt;13, no menstrual period in last 12 months</td>
<td>BDI</td>
<td>12 sessions weekly PSG</td>
<td>CBT, usual care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bright et al., 1999</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>HSRD &gt;10</td>
<td>BDI</td>
<td>10 sessions weekly PSG</td>
<td>CBT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al., 2000</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>BDI &gt;9/10, postpartum</td>
<td>BDI</td>
<td>4–5 sessions weekly PSG</td>
<td>Usual care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis, 2009</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20–34</td>
<td>EPDS &gt;9, postpartum</td>
<td>EPDS</td>
<td>~10 weeks telephone</td>
<td>Usual care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evans et al., 1995</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>CES-D &gt;15, Stage II cancer with planned XRT</td>
<td>CES-D</td>
<td>8 sessions weekly PSG</td>
<td>CBT, usual care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly et al., 1993</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>CES-D &gt;15, HIV-positive</td>
<td>CES-D</td>
<td>8 sessions weekly PSG</td>
<td>CBT, usual care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maynard et al., 1993</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Depressed women (self-identified)</td>
<td>BDI</td>
<td>12 sessions weekly PSG</td>
<td>CBT, usual care*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michielin et al., 2007</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>56–59</td>
<td>BDI &gt;9, caregiver for someone with serious mental illness</td>
<td>BDI</td>
<td>10 sessions PSG over 15 weeks</td>
<td>CBT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ong et al., 1987</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Depressed elderly patients (Feighner research criteria) following inpatient stay</td>
<td>Zung depression scale</td>
<td>9 months weekly PSG</td>
<td>Usual care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verduyn et al., 2003</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>BDI &gt;14, mother of preschool-aged child</td>
<td>BDI, HRSD</td>
<td>16 sessions weekly PSG</td>
<td>CBT, usual care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PSG, peer support group; CBT, group cognitive behavioral therapy; CES-D, Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression scale; EPDS, Edinburgh Postpartum Depression Scale.

* Patients were not randomized to this condition, and therefore, it was excluded from the meta-analyses.

3.3. Quality

Two of the three primary quality measures as described by Jadad were satisfied by all studies. In addition to all being randomized trials, all studies described participant dropouts and reported study completion rates between 59.1% and 98.0% (mean 82.2%); outcomes were not available for subjects who dropped out. While double-blinding of psychosocial interventions was not feasible, only three studies described single-blinding of outcomes assessments. Also, only three studies described the method of randomization, a secondary indicator of study quality.

3.4. Meta-analysis: peer support vs. usual care

Seven randomized trials compared a peer support intervention for depression to usual care [29–32,34,35,37]. There were a total of 849 participants among these trials. Four of the trials enrolled exclusively depressed women: two studies were of postpartum women, one was of mothers of school-aged children and one studied menopausal women. Of the remaining studies, one was of depressed HIV-positive men, another was of depressed patients with stage II cancer and the last was of elderly patients recently discharged from an inpatient psychiatric setting.

The pooled standardized mean difference comparing peer support with usual care was −0.59 (95% CI, −0.98 to −0.21; P=0.002). There was a significantly greater reduction in mean depression scores with peer support than with usual care. Heterogeneity was observed among studies, with Cochran’s Q of 20.52 (P=0.002), I² of 70.8% and τ² of 0.167. Therefore, we investigated sources of the heterogeneity such as the gender of the subjects, the type of measure used to evaluate depression and whether the study conducted blinded assessments (a quality measure). Stratification by gender and depression measure resulted in continued heterogeneity across some subgroups. When we stratified by blinding of raters, there was no longer significant heterogeneity within each subgroup. Fig. 2 shows the forest plot of the results.

The intent-to-treat analysis yielded a significant reduction in depressive symptoms, with a pooled standardized mean difference of −0.65 (95% CI, −1.08 to −0.21; P=0.004). According to the results of the influence analysis, the significance of our findings did not change with the removal of any one study. No evidence of publication bias was identified. Neither the Egger nor the Begg test yielded significant results (P=.106 and P=.548, respectively). Visual inspection of the contour-enhanced funnel plot did not show obvious asymmetry across the levels of significance.

3.5. Meta-analysis: peer support vs. cognitive behavioral therapy

A total of 301 participants were included in the seven randomized trials that compared a peer support intervention to group cognitive behavioral therapy [24,32–37]. These studies overlap with the studies that included a usual care
control condition. Three of the seven studies included only women (none were of postpartum women) and one included only men (all of whom were HIV positive). Additional studies in this analysis included a study of depressed caregivers responsible for someone with a serious mental illness and a study that sought to compare both the efficacy

Fig. 2. Forest plot comparing changes in depressive symptoms for peer support vs. usual care.

Fig. 3. Forest plot comparing changes in depressive symptoms for peer support vs. group cognitive behavioral therapy.
of professional vs. paraprofessional group leaders and peer support vs. group cognitive behavioral therapy.

The pooled standardized mean difference was 0.10 (95% CI, −0.20 to 0.39; \( P=.53 \)) indicating that there was no significant difference in depression outcomes between those randomized to a peer support intervention vs. group cognitive behavioral therapy. Overall, there was some heterogeneity among studies, although it did not reach significance (Cochran’s \( Q=11.69, P=.11; I^2=40.1\% \); \( r^2=0.071 \)). The forest plot, stratified by use of blinded assessments to be consistent with the usual care analysis, is shown in Fig. 3. According to an influence analysis, the significance of our findings did not change with the removal of any one study. The contour-enhanced funnel plot did not suggest publication bias; neither did the Egger test (\( P=.487 \)) nor the Begg test (\( P=.902 \)).

4. Discussion

The pooled results from randomized controlled trials indicate that peer support interventions improve depression symptoms more than usual care alone and that the effects may be comparable to those of group cognitive behavioral therapy. The estimated effect size of peer support vs. usual care for symptoms of depression (0.59) is similar to those recently reported in meta-analyses of psychotherapy trials for depression (0.67, or 0.42 after correcting for publication bias) and of published antidepressant medication trials (0.41) [44,45]. These findings suggest that peer support interventions have the potential to be effective components of depression care, and they provide evidence in support of expert opinion advocating for peer support to be included in recovery-oriented mental health treatment [7,8].

We found significant heterogeneity across studies comparing peer support to usual care and we were able to account for this heterogeneity by stratifying based on whether depression was assessed under conditions blinded to treatment assignment. The pooled effect size was much smaller for blinded studies than for unblinded studies (−0.21 vs. −0.95, respectively), suggesting internal bias among the unblinded studies. Based on this more conservative estimate of effect size, peer support may be less efficacious than some established evidence-based treatments for depression (i.e., antidepressant medications). Interestingly, a recent meta-analysis of psychotherapy for depression found the effect size to also be much lower among high-quality studies (0.22 for high-quality studies vs. 0.68 for all studies) and comparable to the effect size for peer support when blinded assessments were used [46]. The observed positive effect of peer support, coupled with its potential low cost and scalability, may therefore make it an attractive alternative when other depression care interventions (including those with modestly larger effects) are unavailable, unaffordable or unacceptable.

Our generally positive results should be viewed in the context of a mixed literature on peer support for general medical conditions and health behaviors, alcohol dependence (i.e., Alcoholics Anonymous) and serious mental illness [18,21,47–50]. Collectively, meta-analyses and reviews in these other areas indicate that peer support may be an effective intervention for patients with a variety of health concerns; however, much of the evidence is limited by the use of observational data or by the heterogeneous methods used to deliver and assess peer support in controlled trials.

The results of our meta-analysis are also limited in that many of the included studies drew from several distinct subpopulations of depressed individuals (i.e., postpartum women, men with HIV). While this may improve the generalizability of our findings to depressed patients with comorbid general medical conditions, our findings may actually be less generalizable to depressed patients that have no other co-occurring condition in common. The paucity of available studies also limited our ability to conduct stratified analyses or meta-regression analyses to explore potentially important determinants of depression outcomes associated with peer support interventions, such as comorbidity, initial depression severity, or length of intervention. Our study is also limited in that the fidelity of the group cognitive behavioral therapy and the treatment that “usual care” participants received were not available to be included in the meta-analysis. It is also possible that our search strategy, which included only peer-reviewed publications, may have missed some eligible and influential studies. Our analyses, however, did not show evidence of publication bias or that any one study influenced the results. Ongoing and future studies of peer support may influence the results in subsequent meta-analyses.

Future research should employ larger randomized controlled trials, particularly among a more broadly representative population of patients with depression in primary care settings, in order to better characterize those patients for whom peer support would be most efficacious. In addition, the optimal approach to providing peer support needs clarification. Although most existing trials’ interventions used in-person peer groups, the largest trial used a telephone-based intervention with pairs. Identifying whether one or the other method, or a combination of the methods, is more effective for certain patients is an important goal for future research. Other important research questions include whether there are differences in response between patients experiencing acute vs. chronic depression, the optimal duration and frequency of peer interactions, the amount and type of prior training peers should receive, and whether there are specific patient characteristics that could be used in matching patients to peers in order to improve outcomes. While peer support has the potential to be delivered at low cost, the actual costs of delivering peer support (including training of peers and coordination of services) should be formally evaluated. Finally, future trials should seek to characterize the mechanisms by which peer support may provide therapeutic benefit.
5. Conclusion

Based on the pooled results from published randomized controlled trials, peer support interventions for depression result in greater improvement in depression symptoms than usual care and may have similar efficacy to group cognitive behavioral therapy. There was wide variability in the patient populations and peer interventions studied; therefore, clinical trials capable of determining the optimal dose and type of peer relationships, and likely responders to peer support, are needed. Given the high level of functional burden imposed by depression worldwide, peer support for depression should also be studied as a potentially low-cost intervention in primary care or other settings where more established but costly depression services are unavailable.
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